By applying our experiences in manufacturing of peripheral devices and our wealth of design achievements, we will continue to meet the needs of our customers.

Encouraged from sales of more than 60 years, with "Integral loader" design philosophy in mind, TAKAMAZ will lead the consistent support service follow up and support system built on trust, leading to increased productivity.

A production line with different varieties of peripheral devices and loading variations can be designed.

TAKAMAZ Collet Chuck

The collet chuck developed and marketed under the TAKAMAZ brand is manufactured in the factory where an integrated system is used to streamline every part of the production, from machining to heat treatment. Collet-run-off accuracy conforms to TAKAMAZ standard, which is even higher than Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS), allowing us to provide our customers with exceptionally dependable products.

Standard included model

- XC-100, XL-100, X-120, XW-80(s), XD-81(s), XD-101, XY-120(s), USL-840, J-WAVE—